
Executive Summary
• We RECOMMEND acquiring 45 Milk Street for $18 million, with additional 

funding for a $2 million renovation

• In our Base Case scenario, we could achieve a 20% 5-year IRR and 2.5x 
multiple; with more pessimistic assumptions, this might decline to a 15% IRR

• In Downside cases, multiples in the 1.2x – 1.5x range are plausible

• There is room to boost the property’s occupancy rate from 74% to 80-85%, 
increase rents to the market rate of $38 / SF, and bring it in-line with 
comparable properties

• The qualitative factors also support the deal, since the Boston office market 
is fast-growing with a diversified tenant base, and since many companies are 
relocating from Cambridge to the CBD area or expanding in the CBD area

• For the numbers not to work, asking rents would have to fall 25% below 
median rates for similar properties in the area, or fewer than 30% of existing 
tenants would have to renew their leases
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Market Overview
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• Demographics: Massachusetts median per-capita income is ~30% higher 
than the national average, the labor force is growing at 2-3% per year, and 
the household formation rate is double the population growth rate

• Jobs: High-tech jobs have grown by 10% and life-sciences jobs have grown 
by 34% over the last ten years, offsetting declines in the financial and legal 
sectors and further diversifying the employment market

• Vacancy Rates and Rents: Currently a ~12% vacancy rate for offices in 
the Boston area, with a median $42.07 / SF asking rent for Class B 
properties (up from ~$34.00 in 2010)

• Leasing Activity: 10-20 million square feet per year in 2011 – 2014, with 
12+ million expected this year



Occupancy Rates
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• Key Deal Driver: We assume that 3 new major tenants sign leases in Year 
4 in the Base Case, with 4 major new tenants in Year 3 in the Upside Case

• Result: The Occupancy Rate increases from 74% to 80% or 85%, which we 
view as plausible because:

• Peak Vacancy Rate: 17% in the last downturn:

• Comparable Properties: Most have an 85-90% Occupancy Rate:



Rent and Rent Escalations
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• Key Deal Driver: We assume that renewal tenants will agree to a $38 / SF 
rate upon renewal and that new tenants will also pay that rate; the current 
weighted-average rate is $36.72

• We view this escalation as plausible because the median “low” asking rate 
is $38 / SF (see the previous slide)

• Comparable Properties: Many are just as old as 45 Milk Street, if not 
older, and some have not had major renovations recently

• Potential Issues: Eaton Vance, the 3rd biggest tenant by RSF, is paying 
$35.50 / SF; Vistaprint, the 6th biggest tenant, is also paying $35.50 / SF

• Result: This does represent a major risk factor, especially if market rents 
fall, or decline and recover, in the holding period

• Mitigants: We may need to offer higher concessions to certain renewal 
tenants or offer them to new tenants



Cap Rates
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• Key Deal Driver: We assume that due to the renovation, the Exit Cap Rate 
declines from 8.4% – 8.8% to 7.0% – 7.8%

• Peak-to-Trough Cap Rates for Boston Office Sales:

• Historical: High of 8.4%, then 9.0% before that; lows of 6.5% and 6.0%

• Our View: A 100 bps decline following a major renovation and 
occupancy/rental rate improvement seems plausible, even with a downturn



Other Factors
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• Comparable Property Data: We lack expense ranges for similar properties 
in the area; we also do not have Cap Rates for the sales comps

• Other Terms: We do not have a good sense for TIs/LCs, turnover 
downtime, or the months of rent abatement standard for Class B properties

• Tenant Detail and History: We lack detailed lease histories for each suite 
and tenant, and we have nothing on each tenant’s credit profile, financial 
strength, industry dynamics, etc.

• Competitive Properties: CBD pipeline is largely multifamily at the moment; 
only 8 competitive developments (representing 2.4 million RSF) are 
currently underway in the area

• Longer-Term Data: Most market data only goes back 4-5 years or to the 
last market bottom – it would be ideal to go much further back, especially to 
observe peak-to-trough rents over multiple cycles



Valuation
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• The acquisition price of $18 million represents a bargain for the property:

 Going-In Cap Rate: 8.4% – 8.8% vs. 6.5% in the broader office market

 $ / RSF: $157 vs. $443 median for the sales comps; minimum was $258

 BUT: No Cap Rates for the sales comps, so this may be misleading

• Even with the $2 million renovation included, the Going-In Cap Rate is still 
7.5% – 8.0% and the $ / RSF is still $174



Operational Cases
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• To analyze this investment, we considered three operational scenarios: the 
Base Case, the Downside Case, and the Upside Case

• Primary Differences:

 Base Case: Three new tenants are found for currently vacant space in 
Year 4, boosting the Occupancy Rate from 74% to 80%; rent and 
expenses grow at 2.5% – 3.5% over 5 years

 Downside Case: No new tenants are found, so the Occupancy Rate 
remains at 74%; rent and expenses grow at 2.0% – 3.0% over 5 years, 
with higher TIs, LCs, and rent abatement months

 Upside Case: Four new tenants are found for currently vacant space in 
Year 3, boosting the Occupancy Rate from 74% to 85%; rent and 
expenses grow at 3.0% – 4.0% over 5 years, with lower TIs, LCs, and 
turnover downtime (6 months vs. 9 months in the other cases)

• Other Assumptions: 70% or 75% lease renewal probability, 6-year 
average lease term, expenses are tied to historical figures, and rents are 
tied to in-place rates with the $38 / SF market rate for new and renewal 
tenants



Base Case Pro-Forma Model
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• NOI increases from $1.5 million to over $2.0 million, with slightly higher margins:



Downside and Upside Cases
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• NOI reaches $2.5 million in the stabilized year in the Upside case, while it 
increases to only $1.7 million in the Downside case

• Downside Case Pro-Forma Model:



Transaction Assumptions
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• Total Purchase Price: $20 million (including the $2 million renovation)

• LTV: 70%, with 70% Senior Loans and 30% Mezzanine

• Exit Date: 2019-12-31 (5-year holding period)

• Exit Cap Rate: 7.00% in Upside Case, 7.25% in Base Case, and 7.75% in 
Downside Case

• Senior Loan: L + 350 bps (LIBOR floor of 0.50%), with 10-year 
amortization, 2-year interest-only period, and 5-year maturity

 TI / LC Holdback: 5% of Senior Loan, with $1.50 / RSF per year 
released in the first 2 years, followed by $0.75 / RSF per year thereafter

• Mezzanine: 10% fixed interest rate with 5-year maturity

• Returns Splits: 80% / 20% between GPs and LPs up to 10% IRR, with 
70% / 30% between 10% and 15% IRR, and 60% / 40% above 15% IRR



Returns in the Base Case
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• A 15-20% IRR seems plausible, even if there is little-to-no-reduction in the 
Exit Cap Rate:

• The returns look more problematic if we are not able to achieve the $38 / SF 
market rents for renewal and new tenants:



The Downside Case
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• For reference, a 5-year IRR of ~9% corresponds to the minimum 1.5x multiple 
we are targeting

• Even if Cap Rates do not decline, we still avoid losing money:

• Once again, the real problem occurs if the $38 / SF rent level is not achieved 
(and, to a lesser extent, if turnover downtime creeps toward 2 years):



The Numbers, In Short
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• The numbers work extremely well in the Base Case, even if there is no Cap 
Rate decline or we are not able to use a 70% LTV ratio

• This is driven almost entirely by a decline in the General Vacancy rate:

• In the Downside Case, we do not always achieve the targeted 1.5x multiple, 
but we do maintain at least a 1.2x multiple in most scenarios

• The real problem is the risk of the $38 / SF market rental rate not being 
achieved, especially in the Downside Case

• A decline in in-place and market rental rates, or a decline and a recovery, 
also represent risk factors



Risk Factors
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• Over 50% of In-Place Revenue Expires by Year 4: Leases corresponding 
to over 40% of the property’s RSF expire within 4 years

 Mitigants: Higher concessions; examine tenants’ renewal histories

• Asking Rents and Rent Growth May Be Weaker Than Expected: We 
might not be able to win rental rates at the same level as newer properties 
in the area; the IRRs look far worse at rents below $38 / SF

 Mitigants: Incentivize tenants with higher TIs or free months of rent, or 
promise lower escalations in exchange for $38 / SF base rate

• The Renovation May Not Work as Intended: In the Downside case, we 
examine what happens if no new tenants are found and the Occupancy 
Rate remains the same at 74%

• Lenders May Not Back the Deal: The DSCR falls below 1x in all the 
operating cases due to the high number of lease expirations in Year 3

 Mitigants: Negotiate for a Senior Loan with no amortization, or lower 
amortization, in exchange for a higher interest rate



Lease Expiration Risk
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• Each of the property’s biggest tenants comprises only 7-8% of RSF, but leases 
for over 50% of in-place revenue expire within the first 4 years:

• Impact: If no existing tenants renew and it takes 9 months to find new ones, 
the IRR drops to 6-13% (and turns negative in the Downside Case)

• Mitigant #1: Offer higher rent abatement months or TIs to encourage renewals

• Mitigant #2: Examine renewal histories and see how much of a risk it really is

• Mitigant #3: Offer lower rental escalations in exchange for renewals and 
longer contracts



Rent and Rental Growth Risk
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• Lower-than-expected rental growth is not a huge risk (1% lower rent and 
expense growth  1-2% lower IRR), but not achieving the $38 / SF market 
rate is a big risk

• Mitigant #1: Incentivize tenants with higher TIs or more free months of rent

 Impact: Doubling the months of rent abatement reduces IRRs by 2-3% 
across different Exit Cap Rate levels, but we still avoid losing money if 
the LTV ratio is at least 70%

 Impact: Doubling TIs barely makes a difference – the IRR drops by only 
~1% across different ranges

• Mitigant #2: Promise lower escalations in exchange for the $38 / SF market 
rate upon renewal and for new tenants

 Impact: Escalations of 1.5% (Years 1 – 2) and 1.0% (Years 3 – 5) rather 
than 3.0% and 2.0% reduce the IRR substantially (7-8%), but we might 
be able to lock in the rental rate by promising less as well



Lender and Credit Risk
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• Lenders may not back this deal because the DSCR drops below 1.0x, 
particularly in the Downside Case:

 Mitigant: Negotiate for 30-year amortization or no amortization in 
exchange for a higher interest rate

 Impact: With L + 500 bps and 30-year amortization, the DSCR stays 
above 1.0x even in the Downside Case; the IRR falls by ~1.5%



The Worst Case Scenario
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• If no new tenants are found, and no existing tenants renew their leases and
it takes us 9 months to find a new tenant for each suite:

• However, we don’t find this scenario plausible because the property would 
have to turn into a disaster for this to happen

• A more plausible “worst case” scenario might be no new tenants and a 30% 
lease renewal probability instead:



Conclusions
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• We RECOMMEND doing the deal and acquiring 45 Milk Street for $18 
million with $2 million in additional funding for the renovation

• The valuation represents a bargain price, the IRR is easily 15-20% in the 
Base Case, and even in the Downside Case we can still earn a 1.2-1.5x 
multiple

• The fast-growing Boston market and CBD submarket both support the deal, 
as does the opportunity to improve the property’s occupancy rate and 
average rental rates

• The biggest risks are if rents fall and if we cannot achieve the market rate of 
$38 / SF, but there are ways to mitigate these risks

• We could provide more free months of rent, higher TIs, or promise lower 
escalations to tenants in exchange for agreeing to this market rate

• Of these alternatives, higher concessions are likely the most feasible way to 
mitigate risk, given their relatively low impact on IRR across all cases
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